Case Study
Trust and Estate Management System for AGD Administrator General’s Department

The Client and the Project Summary
The Administrator General’s Department - Jamaica. AGD is mandated by law to administer estates of deceased who die intestate. The Department protects the interests of beneficiaries and creditors of the estates of such deceased persons. To accomplish this, they are presently using a combination of manual processes and legacy systems.

Solution
Argusoft’s Business Modeller was used to fully automate this process. Identified gaps were addressed through configuration & customisation and the product has been implemented successfully. This implementation has a Case Management System that integrates with several other modules that shall serve both internal and external users. Mobile interfaces for field adjusters for property management is also an integrated part of the solution. Benefits include easier access to information for the back office, thereby facilitating a faster and more informed decision-making that positively impacts all stakeholders.

For more information contact: info@argusoft.com www.argusoft.com
Implementation Approach

Argusoft conducted a requirements analysis of the processes of the client. A gap analysis study to enlist the setup required in the product was also arrived at during this exercise. Data migration plan and Quality Assurance plans were finalised. Post a validation exercise, the system was implemented according to the requirements and processes followed by the client. UAT was conducted post preliminary staff training. Updated documentation along with a deployed system were delivered as part of the deliverables.

Technology Snapshot

- Java
- Spring boot,
- Hibernate,
- Spring security
- Angular 2
- Mysql
- Pentaho
- PostgreSQL

About Argusoft

Argusoft is a growing software development company servicing customers in North America, Europe, UK, Australia, Middle East and Asia. Being leader in consulting, technology and outsourcing, our mission is to enable organizations and individuals to benefit from cutting edge software technology. Our innovative platforms and custom made solutions help clients to drastically reduce time-to-market and quickly realize the returns on their IT spend.
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